The regression problem involving functional predictors has many important applications and a number of functional regression methods have been developed. However, a common complication in functional data analysis is one of sparsely observed curves, that is predictors that are observed, with error, on a small subset of the possible time points. Such sparsely observed data induces an errors-in-variables model, where one must account for measurement error in the functional predictors. Faced with sparsely observed data, most current functional regression methods simply estimate the unobserved predictors and treat them as fully observed; thus failing to account for the extra uncertainty from the measurement error. We propose a new functional errors-invariables approach, Sparse Index Model Functional Estimation (SIMFE), which uses a functional index model formulation to deal with sparsely observed predictors. SIMFE has several advantages over more traditional methods. First, the index model implements a non-linear regression and uses an accurate supervised method to estimate the lower dimensional space into which the predictors should be projected. Second, SIMFE can be applied to both scalar and functional responses and multiple predictors. Finally, SIMFE uses a mixed effects model to effectively deal with very sparsely observed functional predictors and to correctly model the measurement error.
Introduction
In a Functional Data Analysis (FDA) setting the regression problem involving one or more functional predictors, X 1 (t), . . . , X p (t), and either a functional or scalar response, has re-cently received a great deal of attention. A few examples include Hastie and Mallows (1993) ; Hall et al. (2000) ; Alter et al. (2000) ; Hall et al. (2001) ; James (2002) ; Cardot et al. (2003) ; Ferraty and Vieu (2003) ; James and Silverman (2005) ; Muller and Stadtmuller (2005) ; Chen et al. (2011) , and Jiang and Wang (2011) . See Chapter 15 of Ramsay and Silverman (2005) for a thorough discussion of the issues involved with fitting such data. For examples of recent research on multivariate functional data see Hall et al. (2006) , Li and Hsing (2010) , Li and Chiou (2011) , Chiou and Muller (2014) and the references therein.
Given a scalar response Y i and a functional predictor X i (t), the standard classical functional regression model is of the form
which implies a scalar response, a single densely observed functional predictor and a linear relationship. Since functional predictors are infinite dimensional, fitting (1) also requires some form of dimension reduction. Most approaches use an unsupervised method, such as functional principal components analysis, to represent the predictors and then regress Y against the lower dimensional representation of X(t).
More recently there has been some work on extending (1) using supervised dimension reduction methods to represent the predictors and non-linear models for the response surface.
One of the most natural ways to approach this problem is to use an index model:
where the index function, β(t), projects the predictor into a lower dimensional space and m(·) is a low dimensional non-linear function. James and Silverman (2005) proposed a functional index model similar to (2), and Chen et al. (2011) extended this work to a fully non-parametric setting and provided further theoretical motivation.
In this article we consider the common situation where one only observes a noisy version of X i (t) over a handful of time points. In this setting, computing the integral in (2), and hence fitting the index model, becomes considerably more complicated. We propose a new errors-in-variables approach (Carroll et al., 2006) , named Sparse Index Model Functional Estimation (SIMFE), which also implements an index model, but offers advantages over the previously discussed approaches. In particular SIMFE uses a mixed effects model to utilize information from all the predictors, and hence provide an accurate reconstruction of X i (t).
Further, we prove that the SIMFE estimate,β(t), still has good convergence properties, even for sparsely observed predictors. Finally, SIMFE can be applied to data with multiple functional predictors and either scalar or functional responses.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present the SIMFE model and develop fitting procedures for both scalar and functional responses. We also present an extension of SIMFE which adjusts for possible bias in the estimate for the nonlinear function m(·) in situations where the predictors are observed at different time points for each individual. Theoretical results are presented in Section 3, which demonstrate that even for sparsely observed predictors SIMFE will be consistent in estimating the space spanned by the set of index functions and has a faster rate of convergence than other potential approaches. Section 4 illustrates the performance of SIMFE on an extensive set of simulations covering both scalar and functional responses. Section 5 applies SIMFE to an online auction data set containing sparsely observed predictors.
SIMFE
In Section 2.1 we present the SIMFE model for scalar responses and develop a fitting procedure in Section 2.2. SIMFE is extended to functional responses in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 presents a bias corrected version of SIMFE for situations where predictors are observed at differing sets of time points. Finally, we discuss selection of tuning parameters in Section 2.5.
Scalar Response
In the scalar response setting we observe p functional predictors, X i1 (t), . . . , X ip (t), and a scalar response, Y i , where i = 1, . . . , n. For concreteness, we will assume that the domain for each predictor is [0, 1] , however, all of the presented methods and conclusions are still valid in the situation where the predictors have different domains. Without loss of generality we can model
where X i = (X i1 , . . . , X ip ) and E(ε i |X i ) = 0. However, (3) is too general to fit in practice because m 0 is a function of p infinite dimensional objects. A particularly natural approach to deal with the infinite dimension of the predictors involves restricting m 0 to be a function of linear projections of X i :
where m(P i ) ≡ m(P i1 , . . . , P ip ),
and d j represents the dimension of the space into which X ij (t) is projected. Hence, P ij is the d j -dimensional linear projection of X ij (t) formed from the index functions, β j1 (t), . . . , β jd j (t).
We can now rewrite equation (3) as follows:
Equation (6) is a functional version of a multi-index model, which has been considered previously in James and Silverman (2005) and Chen et al. (2011) . However, these previous methods mainly dealt with the situation involving a single densely sampled predictor. In this paper we consider the common situation involving multiple very sparsely observed predictors.
To deal with the sparsely observed predictors we build strength across all observations by modeling X i (t) as coming from a multivariate Gaussian process with mean µ(t) and covariance Γ(t, u):
Further, we assume that X ij (t) is observed, with measurement error, at T ij time points, t ij = (t ij1 , . . . , t ijT ij ). In particular, let W ijk represent the observed value of X ijk = X ij (t ijk ).
Then,
where i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , p, k = 1, . . . , T ij and the e ijk 's are modeled as iid N (0, σ 2 ).
We will see shortly that (7) and (8) allow us to fit a mixed effects model to infer the entire predictor trajectory based on only a small number of observations. The SIMFE model is specified by equations (6), (7) and (8).
The SIMFE Fitting Method
For scalar responses the SIMFE model states that
Hence, the fitting methods of James and Silverman (2005) or Chen et al. (2011) could be used to implement SIMFE, provided that the predictors were fully observed. Unfortunately, for sparse functional predictors, rather than observing X i (t) we observe only
However, Theorem 1 shows that by replacing X ij (t) with its conditional expectation, the response can still be represented using an index model with exactly the same index as if X ij (t) has been fully observed.
Theorem 1 LetX ij (t) = E {X ij (t)|W i } and
Then, under the SIMFE model,
where
The proof of Theorem 1 is provided in the appendix. Notice that the definitions of P ij and (5) is replaced byX ij (t) in (9). In particular, the same index functions, β jk (t), are used in both definitions, thus fitting an index model usingX ij (t)
will produce estimates for the same index functions as one would obtain when using the original X ij (t) predictors. Theorem 1 is an important result because it suggests a two step approach for fitting SIMFE; first estimateX ij (t) and second fit the resulting multi-index model given by (10).
Theorem 1 does imply one significant difficulty in fitting (10); the functionm is related to bothP i and the time points t i . If the time points are common for all individuals, i.e. t i = t for all i, then (10) reduces to
and fittingm(·) is feasible. However, if the time points differ among individuals, then we are potentially faced with the highly challenging problem of estimating n separatem t i (·) functions from only n observations.
In the following two sections we first develop an approach for estimatingX ij (t) and then propose a method for fitting (10) in the easier setting where (11) holds. Then in Section 2.4
we consider the more challenging setting where t i differ across individuals.
EstimatingX ij (t)
In order to fit the SIMFE model some form of smoothness constraint is required for X ij (t) and β jk (t). We take the standard approach of modeling these functions using q j -dimensional orthogonal basis functions, s j (t), such that s j (t)s j (t) T dt = I. Hence,
where δ ij and η jk are respectively the basis coefficients for the predictors and index functions.
Using (12) the projection, P ij , becomes
and the Gaussian process model for X i (t) implies that
Let s(·) be a matrix valued function, such that for each t matrix s(t) is block diagonal, with the j-th block given by the column vector
T ∆s(u). Let S j be the T j by q j -dimensional basis matrix with kth row s j (t jk ), and S be the block diagonal matrix with jth block S j . Standard calculations show that (8), (12) and (13) imply
Hence,X
In practice ∆, µ δ and σ 2 are unknown, so we need to estimateX ij (t) usinĝ
T is computed by inserting appropriate parameter estimates into (14).
We can estimate ∆, µ δ and σ 2 using an EM algorithm, the details of which are provided in Appendix A.
Note that formulas (14) and (15) can be significantly simplified under the assumption that the predictors are independent. In our experience this simplified version of SIMFE often performs competitively relative to the more general version, even in the settings with correlated predictors.
Fitting the Multi-Index Model
To fit the multi-index model a natural population criterion to minimize is
which can be approximated for a finite sample by
We approximate
is an appropriate kernel function with bandwidth h andP k = (P k1 , . . . ,P kp ). Note thatP kj is identical toP kj , except thatX ij (t) is replaced byX ij (t). We use a Gaussian kernel with the optimal bandwidth
where d = p j=1 d j is the dimension of the kernel (Silverman, 1999) . Combining (17) and (18) gives the finite sample criterion that SIMFE minimizes:
Note that the resulting estimator does not change if we replaceP lj withP lj −P ij in the above display, as is often done in the literature. To minimize (21) we use a two step iteration, where we first estimatem(·), and second compute the β jk (t) functions givenm(·). We describe these two steps below.
Step One
T and R l = (1,P l1 , . . . ,P lp ) T then (21) can be written as
whose minimum is obtained by settinĝ
Step Two
Next, we estimate β jk (t) for j = 1, . . . , p and k = 1, . . . , d j , given the current estimate for m(·). Let
T , where ⊗ is the Kronecker product. It is not hard to show that the estimate for η that minimizes (21) is given bŷ
Hence,β
whereη jk represent the corresponding elements ofη.
Scalar Response SIMFE Algorithm
Our theoretical results in Section 3 show that initially fitting SIMFE using a bandwith larger than h opt (20) and then iteratively reducing h provides a good rate of convergence. Hence, the scalar response version of the SIMFE algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1 (next page).
We initializeβ jk (t) in Step 2 by fitting the groupwise Outer Product of Gradients (gOPG) estimator to theμ ij 's from Step 1, using a bandwidth of h ∝ n −1/(p+4) .
Empirically, we have found that the SIMFE algorithm is stable and typically converges fast.
Predicting the Response
Given a new observation W * we will often wish to form a prediction for the corresponding response Y * . Once SIMFE has been fitted, we can computeX * (t), and hence theP * corresponding to the new observation. Becausem(·) is computed using a linear approximation, 
Initializeβ jk (t) and
3. (a) Estimatem(P) using the linear approximation given by (22). (23) and (24).
(c) Repeat Steps (a) and (b) until convergence.
4. Set h ← ch for some c < 1.
Iterate Steps 3. and 4. until
we have n different predictions forŶ
An obvious approach to produce a singleŶ is to weight the individual predictions according to the difference between P i and P * . Hence, we use the following weighted average:
where w * i = K * i / l K * l and K * i is computed using (19).
Functional Response
In the functional response setting we observe p functional predictors, X i1 (t), . . . , X ip (t), and a functional response, Y i (s), where i = 1, . . . , n and Y i is observed at points s i1 , . . . , s in i .
A natural approach to extend (6) to functional responses is to model
as a function of both P 1 , . . . , P p and s:
To fit the multi-index model we aim to minimize the population criterion
Again we approximate E Y Y (s) − m(s, P)
2 |X = X i , s = s ik using a local linear regression:
is an appropriate kernel function with bandwidth h.
Note that the d in (20) is replaced by 1 + p j=1 d j , because the kernel is a function of one additional parameter, s.
Combining (26) and (27) gives the functional response finite sample criterion that SIMFE minimizes: 1
As in the scalar response setting, we can minimize (28) using a two step iteration; first estimate m(s,P), and second compute the β jk (t) functions given m. Each step, and the final algorithm, are similar to that for the scalar response SIMFE. The details are provided in Appendix B.
Bias Corrected SIMFE
We now return to the situation where t i may differ among individuals. There is in principle nothing preventing us from still fitting the previously described approach. The only change that is required is to replace matrix S j , introduced in Section 2.2.1 with a T ij by q j matrix, S ij , whose kth row is given by s j (t ijk ). The corresponding block-diagonal matrix S is then replaced in formulas (14), (15) and (41) by S i , which is constructed using matrices S ij .
Indeed, we successfully implement this version of SIMFE in Sections 4 and 5. We refer to this implementation of our method as Base SIMFE for the remainder of the paper. However, in the setting with differing time points this version of SIMFE suffers from a potential biased estimation problem.
To better understand the difficulty with differing time points, consider the expected value of the response, Y i , conditional on our noisy observation of the predictors, W i . If the predictors are observed at the set of time points t i , then we have:
. Equation (29) follows because U i is statistically independent of W i ; a fact which we demonstrate in the proof of Theorem 1.
However, while U i is statistically independent of W i , the distribution of U i is a function of the time points over which W i is observed. If W i is observed at the same set of points for all i then the distribution of U i is the same for all i, hencem t i (·) =m(·). In other words,
we only need estimate a single link function.
Unfortunately, when the time points differ among observations, functionm t i (·) depends on the locations of the points. Hence, Base SIMFE, which estimates a singlem(·), essentially takes a weighted average of all the functionsm t i (·), which has the potential to produce biased parameter estimates. In this section we explore the bias corrected SIMFE, simply referred to as SIMFE from here on, which estimatesm t i (·) separately for each observation.
Recall from (18) that Base SIMFE approximates
using a weighted sum of squared errors between Y l andm(P l ), where the weight is a decreasing function of the distance betweenP i andP l . This weighting scheme makes sense ifm(·) is the same for all observations but may be inappropriate if X i (t) and X l (t) are measured over a very different set of time points, because in that casem t i (·) =m t l (·). The bias corrected implementation of SIMFE overcomes this deficiency by observing that, for a smooth m(·), if the distributions of U i and U l are similar thenm t i (·) ≈m t l (·). Hence, a more appropriate approximation to (30) is given by
whereK il is a decreasing function of both the distance betweenP i andP l and the difference in the distributions between U i and U l . This is achieved by setting
with K
(1)
, the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the probability distributions of U i and U l .
Let η j be a q j by d j matrix, whose k-th column is η jk , and define [η] as a block diagonal matrix, with the j-th block given by η j . One can show that
and
The Kullback-Leibler divergence between the multivariate normal distributions of U i and U l is given by
andD il is obtained by replacing the parameters ∆ and σ 2 and [η] in the above formula with their estimates. Thus, given a set of time points, one can estimate the Kullback-Leibler divergence between U i and U l for any i and l, and hence obtain K
il andK il . The new implementation of SIMFE still uses the same algorithm to minimize (21) in the scalar response setting, or to minimize (28) for functional responses, with the only change being that the kernel function K is replaced by the kernelK, defined in (32). Notice that if all predictors are observed at the same set of time points, then S i = S l for all i and l. In this caseD il = 0, so thatK il ∝ K h 1 (P i −P l ) and the new implementation reduces to that of Base SIMFE. Alternatively, in situations where time points differ among observations, the new approach will place most weight on observations where i and l are similar both in terms of P i versusP l and in terms of the distributions of U i and U l . The functional response version of SIMFE can be extended to implement the bias corrected approach using an analogous expansion of the kernel.
While the two SIMFE approaches are similar, there is a major distinction between the methods in terms of their estimates form(·). Consider for example an extreme situation where the predictors are all observed over one of two possible time point configurations, t 1 and t 2 . Then Base SIMFE would ignore the difference in the time points and produce a single estimate form(·). However, the new implementation of SIMFE would essentially take the observations from one configuration to estimatem t 1 (·) and use the remaining observations to estimatem t 2 (·). If the twom(·) functions were sufficiently different from each other, we would expect the new SIMFE estimate to be superior to that of the Base SIMFE.
We will predict a response Y * based on a new observation W * using the same approach as the Base SIMFE (25). The only difference is that the weight w * i is computed usingK rather than K.
Selection of tuning parameters
Implementing SIMFE requires selecting q j (the dimension of the basis function s j (t)) and d j (the dimension into which X ij (t) will be projected). We use K-fold cross-validation to obtain q j . In particular, for a given candidate value of q j we remove 1/Kth of the observed time points for each X ij (t) as a validation set, fit a random effects model to the remaining observations, calculate the squared error between W ij andX ij (t) on the validation set, and repeat the procedure K times until each time point has been held out once. This procedure is repeated over a grid of q j values, and the dimension corresponding to the lowest crossvalidated squared error is selected. We repeat this approach for each of the p predictors.
In the implementation of the Base SIMFE approach the final bandwidth, h opt , is set proportional to n −1/(d+4) , where d is the total reduced dimension for the predictors. In the bias corrected implementation the reduced dimension d is increased to account for the fact that the linkm in equation (29) (20) is no longer justified.
For the empirical work in this paper, we set this constant to 2, which gave good results in all the settings we considered.
Cross-validation could also be used to select d j , but this approach suffers from a heavy computational burden. Instead, we extend the criterion that 
be the minimum value of the SIMFE criterion function for a
and let h n = h n (d c ) be the bandwidth chosen as described in the paragraph above. We
. . , d p , which are selected to minimize the following finite sample criterion:
The next result, which is proved in the Supplementary Material, demonstrates that this criterion leads to consistent estimation of the dimensions d j .
Theorem 2 Under assumptions A1, A2, C3-C5, given in the Appendix,
Theoretical Results
In the standard non-functional setting there exist index model fitting methods for which one can prove a fast rate of convergence to the true subspace as n → ∞ and h → 0. However, these results are not appropriate for our situation, because they assume a standard fully observed non-functional predictor and a scalar response. The SIMFE setting is considerably more complicated, because it involves functional data which, for sparsely sampled predictors, are observed subject to measurement error. In addition, the response may also be functional.
Our main theoretical contribution is to establish that despite these added complications SIMFE still attains a fast convergence rate. In Theorem 3 we consider scalar responses and then, in Theorem 4, extend the result to functional responses.
As with existing results in the non-functional setting (Xia, 2008; , throughout this section we assume that the true values of the reduced dimensions are known for each predictor. Our first result corresponds to the estimator obtained by the scalar response SIMFE algorithm. Note that in the standard non-functional setting the rate of convergence for the gOPG estimator, which we use to initialize SIMFE, is n −2/(p+4) .
Theorem 3 below shows that the rate for the SIMFE estimator is significantly better.
In order to state our results we need to define a distance measure between a true index function, β j (t) = (β j1 (t), . . . , β jd j (t)) T , and the corresponding SIMFE estimate,β j (t) = (β j1 (t), . . . ,β jd j (t)) T . Sinceβ j (t) defines a linear projection of the predictor, X ij (t), it is non-unique up to a linear transformation. In other words,β j (t) andβ j (t) = A jβ j (t) both project X ij (t) into the same lower dimensional space for any invertible d j by d j matrix, A j .
Hence, we define the distance betweenβ j (t) and β j (t) as r β j (t), β j (t) = min
dt. Theorem 3 establishes the rate at which r β j (t), β j (t) converges to zero as n tends to infinity.
To prove Theorem 3 we impose smoothness and regularity conditions A1-A5, listed in the Appendix. We also suppose that we are given a finite, but possibly large, collection of potential time points, T = {T 1 , ..., T L }. We assume that time points t ij1 , ..., t ijT ij are randomly generated from the set T , where the number of time points, T ij , is also randomly generated.
Theorem 3 Suppose that assumptions A1-A5, stated in the Appendix, are satisfied. Then, the SIMFE estimator satisfies
To understand the resulting rate of convergence, let us consider some special cases. For d ≤ 3 the SIMFE estimator achieves the parametric rate of convergence, n −1/2 , while for d = 4
the parametric rate is attained up to a log n factor. For d ≥ 5 the rate of convergence is n −4/(d+4) log n.
The following result provides the rate of convergence in the functional response case.
We assume that the time points at which the response is observed are generated from a continuous distribution; the details are given in the Appendix.
Theorem 4
Suppose that assumptions A1-A3, B4 and B5, stated in the Appendix, are satisfied. Then, the estimator obtained from the functional response SIMFE algorithm satisfies
Note that for d ≤ 2 the functional SIMFE estimator achieves the parametric rate of convergence, n −1/2 . For d = 3 the rate of convergence is n −1/2 log n, and for d ≥ 4 it is n −4/(d+5) log n.
The rate of convergence in the functional response setting is generally slower than that in the scalar response case because the dependence of the link function on the time parameter needs to be estimated.
Theorems 3 and 4 assume that the time points are generated from a finite collection.
The next result corresponds to the case where time point locations come from a continuous distribution. LetΣ i be the estimate of Σ i in (33) and defineξ i as a vectorized version of the unique elements ofΣ i , i.e. those on and above the diagonal. Let ξ i be the corresponding vectorized form of Σ i . Note that because ξ i uniquely defines the distribution of U i , the link m(·) is a function of both P i and ξ i , i.e. m(P i , ξ i ). Hence, in order to achieve a faster rate of convergence we slightly modify approximation (31) by including an additional term corresponding toξ i :
This approach uses local linear smoothing not only with respect toP i , but also with respect toξ i . We also replace h opt withh opt = n −1/(d+4) , whered = d + d(d + 1)/2, as the final bandwidth.
Theorem 5 Suppose that the number of time points and their locations are randomly generated for each observation. Under assumptions A1, A2, C3-C5, given in the Appendix, the SIMFE estimator satisfies
In the setting of Theorem 5, the SIMFE estimator generally converges at a slower rate than the one in Theorem 3, where the time points are generated from a finite collection. This is due to the increased dimensionality of the problem. However, note that when d = 1 the estimator still achieves the parametric rate of convergence, n −1/2 . When the dimension d is large, the convergence can be slow. This is the case when, for example, the number of available predictor functions is large. In this situation, a more reasonable approach would be to add a group penalty on the estimated index coefficients to the SIMFE estimation criterion, which would force some of the predictors to be excluded from the estimated model.
However, we believe that in a number of settings it would be appropriate to assume the time points are sampled from a finite set of possibilities, in which case the faster rate of convergence in Theorem 3 would apply. For example in an experimental design setting, one may sample patients at a finite (and common) set of time points. Our results suggest that SIMFE would perform better in this setting relative to generating the time points from a continuous distribution.
The proofs of all the results in this section are provided in the Supplementary Material.
Simulation Analysis
To evaluate the finite sample performance of our methods we test SIMFE out over two general scenarios; scalar responses and functional responses. In each setting we perform 100 simulation runs and compare the two versions of SIMFE with three competing methods:
groupwise Outer Product of Gradients (gOPG) , groupwise Sliced Inverse Regression (gSIR) (Li, 2009 ) and groupwise Principal Components Analysis (gPCA). The three competing approaches are implemented as follows. We start by computingX ij (t), as described in Step 1 of both the scalar and functional response SIMFE algorithms. This step is exactly the same for all the methods, including SIMFE. We then use the estimated basis coefficients,μ ij , to produce estimates for the index functions. All the methods proceed as they would in the non-functional setting by treatingμ ij as the observed predictors. For all methods we use local linear smoothing to estimate the link function, which we use to calculate the prediction error. Note that the gOPG implementation is equivalent to applying the first step of SIMFE without iterating. As a consequence, the SIMFE results provide a measure of the relative improvement from applying our iterative fitting procedure.
We use the cross-validation approach described in Section 2.5 to select the basis dimension q j for all the methods. We also use the criterion given by (34) to select d 1 , . . . , d p for gOPG and gSIR. However, we found that gPCA performed poorly using (34). Hence, we generated a separate validation data set for each simulation run and selected the number of principal components that provides the best fit to the predictors on the validation data. While this provided a slight advantage for gPCA relative to the other methods, the performance of gPCA improved significantly.
Scalar Gaussian Responses
In the first scenario we generate scalar Gaussian responses from a model involving three predictors, X 1 (t), X 2 (t), X 3 (t). The observed values of the predictors, W ij , are generated using equation (8) with σ j = 0.1 for j = 1, 2, 3 and
The corresponding index functions are similarly generated by
jk sin(kπt) + 
where ε i ∼ N (0, σ 2 y ), P ij = X ij (t)β j (t)dt and σ y = 0.1. This model corresponds to projecting each predictor down into a one-dimensional space i.e.
To simulate a real world setting where the functional form of the β jk (t)'s would be unknown, we fit SIMFE using a spline basis rather than the true Fourier basis from which the data was generated.
Seven separate simulation settings are considered. In the first five a, b and c are generated independently in (36) so the predictors are uncorrelated. These settings correspond to two different sample sizes (n = 100 and n = 200) and three different levels of sparsity for sampled predictors (T ij = 5, T ij = 8 and T ij randomly sampled from the set {5, 6, 7, 8}). Different time points are randomly selected for each observation from a very dense grid of points. Thus, for example, the observed points for i = 1 differ from those for i = 2. In the last two simulation settings we take n = 100 and T ij = 5. However, we generate correlated functional predictors by sampling the coefficients in (36) from a zero mean multivariate normal distribution with the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix set to one and off-diagonal elements all equal to either ρ = 0.25 or ρ = 0.5. Figure 1 provides a graphical illustration of the results for the n = 200 and T ij = 8 simulation setting. The black solid lines correspond to the three true β j (t)'s from which the data were generated. The median most accurate estimate, over the 100 simulation runs, is also plotted for each of the five competing methods. Both SIMFE (blue) and Base SIMFE (red) provide the highest levels of accuracy. Table 1 compares SIMFE with gOPG, gSIR and gPCA over all seven simulations with mean prediction errors computed on a separate test set of size n = 500. We also provide the mean correlations between the estimated and true β j (t) curves, with numbers close to one demonstrating a good estimate. The correlations are calculated from the vector correlation (Hotelling, 1936) between discretized versions of the true and estimated curves. In this calculation, the curves are evaluated on the same dense grid that is used to generate the functions (black solid) with median estimates over 100 simulation runs; SIMFE (blue solid), Base SIMFE (red solid), gOPG (green dotted), gSIR (cyan dashed) and gPCA (grey dash dotted).
time points. All results are averaged over 100 simulation runs. As one would expect, the best results are obtained for the more densely sampled case, with larger sample size. In all seven simulations, the SIMFE approaches outperform the competing methods. In most cases the difference is large, and generally statistically significant. The SIMFE methods perform particularly well in terms of prediction error. As we would expect, SIMFE generally outperforms Base SIMFE in the sparsest settings, but the two methods give similar results in the denser scenario. It is also worth noting that gOPG, which is used as the initialization for SIMFE, provides significantly worse results, highlighting the improvement that is possible from the iterative SIMFE algorithm. The correct reduced dimensions are selected in all of the simulation runs using criterion (34).
In the next simulation, we consider an example with two predictors, where the responses come from a model with the following nonlinear function:
where P ijk = X ij (t)β jk (t)dt. This model projects the two predictors, respectively, into a two-dimensional and a one-dimensional space, i.e. d 1 = 2 and d 2 = 1. In all other respects the simulation setup is identical to our first simulation. Table 2 reports numerical summaries for all four simulations. SIMFE does better than both gOPG and gSIR in estimating β 1 (t) = (β 11 (t), β 12 (t)). gPCA gives a slightly better estimate for β 1 (t), but SIMFE is substantially superior to all three competing methods in estimating β 2 (t). Moreover, SIMFE significantly outperforms all of the competitors, including Base SIMFE, in terms of the prediction error. SIMFE choose the correct dimension,
T , on more than 90% of simulations, and selected d = (1, 1) T in the remainder. 
Functional Gaussian Responses
In our third scenario the responses are generated as functions rather than scalars. In particular, each response function is randomly sampled at n i = 5 or n i = 8 different time points, s 1 , . . . , s n i , with
where m(s ik , P i ) = s ik m i and m i is equal to the response function from (37) with p = 3 predictors. We only consider the n = 100 setting. The predictors and index functions are generated in the same fashion as for the scalar response simulations. To implement gOPG we again initialize β j (t) by applying gOPG to the estimated basis coefficients,μ ij , of the predictor functions and then use (42) to estimatem(·), i.e. a single iteration of the functional response version of SIMFE. gSIR and gPCA are computed in an analogous fashion. Figure 2 illustrates the graphical results for the more sparsely sampled n i = T ij = 5 case, while Table 3 gives numerical summaries for both sparsity levels. The results in Figure 2 and Table 3 are generally consistent with those in the scalar case. In every simulation setting SIMFE provides improved estimates of the index functions, and lower prediction errors, relative to gOPG, gSIR and gPCA. In most cases the differences are highly statistically significant. The correct reduced dimensions are selected in all of the simulation runs using criterion (34). When compared to its Base version across all the simulation settings, SIMFE performs better with respect to the prediction error. The advantage of SIMFE is especially prominent in the sparsest simulation scenarios, corresponding to T ij = 5.
Auction Data
Online To judge which projection produced superior predictions, we computed the 5-fold crossvalidated prediction errors for SIMFE and Base SIMFE. We also implement a hybrid approach, gSIMFE, which uses SIMFE to compute P i , but then predicts the response by applying generalized additive models (GAM) with P i as the predictor. We compared the three SIMFE methods to similar implementations of gOPG, gSIR and gPCA, where each method was used to estimate P i , and then GAM was fitted to give a predicted response.
Note that for gPCA we fitted GAM to the first 3 principal components, which explained more than 95% of the variation in the bid trajectory. The resulting cross-validated errors, for various values of T , are provided in Table 4 . We have also included the error rates from the null model, using the mean of the training response to predict the test response. gSIMFE gave the best results, though SIMFE and Base SIMFE were only slightly inferior. For larger values of T all three SIMFE methods outperformed the competitors. 
A EM Algorithm for EstimatingX ij (t)
Standard calculations show that the expected value of the joint likelihood for X and W is maximized by settingμ
Hence, the following EM algorithm can be applied to efficiently estimate the required parameters. Note that when t i differ among individuals, we replace matrix S in the formulas above with S i .
B Fitting Functional Response SIMFE
We use a similar two step iteration for the functional response version of SIMFE. The steps are summarized in Algorithm 3.
where, by construction, E(ε * i |W i ) = 0.
D Theoretical Assumptions for the Results in Section 3
Recall that η consists of components η jk , which are the vectors of basis coefficients for the true projection functions in the SIMFE model. We will use η * μ i to denote the vector (η 
and the one given by display (21) is the presence of the trimming term I ni ρη i . The corresponding change in the SIMFE algorithm is that the trimming term also appears in formula (23) .
The following assumptions are used in the proof of Theorem 3.
A1. The response has a finite fifth absolute moment, E|Y | 5 < ∞.
A2. Kernel functionK is a multivariate density function with bounded second-order derivatives and a compact support.
A3. For each k, i and j, time point T k has a positive probability of being included in the time point configuration generated for the predictor curve X ij (t). For each j, the L by q j dimensional basis matrix with k-th row s j (T k ) has rank q j .
A4. For each i, function E(Y i |η * μ i = u) has bounded fourth-order derivatives with respect to u andη, forη in a small neighborhood of η.
A5. For each i, matrix E[ρ(f i (μ i )){∇m i (η * μ i ) −∇}{∇m i (η * μ i ) −∇} T ] has full rank, where∇ = E[ρ(f i (μ i )){∇m i (η * μ i )]/Eρ(f i (μ i )), and f i is the density ofμ i .
For the case of functional response, considered in Theorem 4, we need to modify the last two assumptions.
B4
. Time points at which the response is observed, s ik , are independent realizations of a random variable S, and sequence {n i } is bounded. For each i, function E(Y i |S = s,η * μ i = u) has bounded fourth-order derivatives with respect to s, u andη, forη in a small neighborhood of η.
B5. For each i, matrix E[ρ(f (S,μ i )){∇m(S, η * μ i ) −∇}{∇m(S, η * μ i ) −∇} T ] has full rank, where∇ = E[ρ(f (S,μ i )){∇m(S, η * μ i )]/Eρ(f (S,μ i )), and f is the density of (S,μ i ).
Now consider the setting of Theorem 5. In the Supplementary Material we show that the response satisfies the following model,
for some functionm and vector γ * , where vectors v i consist of elements of the matrix
. We will need the following assumptions on the components of this model. C3. For each j, time points t ijk are generated from the same continuous distribution with a density that is bounded away from zero on the domain of the j-th predictor.
C4. For each i, function E(Y i |η * μ i = u,γ * v i = w) has bounded fourth-order derivatives with respect to u, w,η andγ, for (η,γ) in a small neighborhood of (η, γ).
C5. For each
has full rank, where∇ = E[ρ(f (μ i , v i )){∇m(η * μ i , γ * v i )]/Eρ(f (μ i , v i )), and f is the density of (μ i , v i ).
